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SCOTT SIX DAYS HIP-BELT 237325

SCOTT PIT LANE HIP-BELT 237327

SCOTT ROAMER PACK 237329

SCOTT GRAFTER PACK 237328

SCOTT RADIATOR WATERBAG 237330

SCOTT RACE DAY HIP-BELT 237326
The SCOTT Six-Days Hip-Belt provides an 
easy solution for carrying all yours tools 
in even the most demanding competitive 
settings.

MATERIAL: 420D Honey Frame, 210D 
Polyester

APPROX. WEIGHT: 0.45kg 

VOLUME: 4.5L

SIZE: one size

FEATURES
 + Waist-belt with anti-slip Velcro 
closure inside

 + Compression webbing straps, 
buckle closure outside

 + One large folding central pocket 
with several compartments and 
with a roll out tool flap

 + Two side zipper pockets

The SCOTT Pit Lane Hip-Belt is simple 
in design but great for multipurpose 
storage and carrying basic tools, extra 
goggles or any other small items you 
require.

MATERIAL: 420D Honey Frame, 210D 
Polyester

APPROX. WEIGHT: 0.48kg 

VOLUME: 4.5L

SIZE: one size

FEATURES
 + Waist-belt with anti-slip Velcro 
closure inside

 + Compressions webbing straps 
buckle closure outside

 + One central pocket for goggle and 
lenses and/or spare parts with the 
additional folding flaps for tools

 + Bottle cage on one side of the belt

The Roamer Pack is a backpack with 
multiple storage pockets for whatever 
you may need for a great day spent 
riding on the trails.

MATERIAL: 420D Honey Frame, 210D 
Polyester

APPROX. WEIGHT: 0.42kg 

VOLUME: 12L

SIZE: one size

FEATURES
 + Back access bladder compartment
 + Audio device pocket
 + Waist adjustable strap 
 + Bladder included 2L
 + Sternum strap belt

The SCOTT Grafter Pack is a larger bag 
made to accommodate the storage of 
tools, food and any other items you need 
for a long trail ride or Enduro.

MATERIAL: 420D Honey Frame, 210D 
Polyester, 84D Polyester

APPROX. WEIGHT: 0.68kg 

VOLUME: 18L

SIZE: one size

FEATURES
 + Full-face helmet carrying system
 + Front flap tool pocket
 + Separate compartment for optional 
bladder 

 + Sternum and waist adjustable 
straps

The SCOTT Radiator Waterbag Pack is 
a minimalist bag that includes a water 
bladder and a few key pockets. It is 
specifically designed for short trail rides 
where you only need to bring the bare 
necessities.

MATERIAL: 420D Honey Frame, 210D 
Polyester

APPROX. WEIGHT: 0.55kg 

VOLUME: 2L

SIZE: one size

FEATURES
 + One main compartment for SCOTT 
drink system reservoir

 + Ergonomically pre-shaped back 
with padding and venting mesh

 + One central outside zipper pocket
 + Additional tool pocket
 + Bladder included 2L 
 + Waist adjustable strap

The SCOTT Race Day hip bag is a 
compact hip belt perfectly suited for 
a day spent riding with friends on the 
trails.

MATERIAL: 420D Honey Frame, 210D 
Polyester

APPROX. WEIGHT: 0.38kg 

VOLUME: 3L

SIZE: one size

FEATURES
 + Waist-belt with anti-slip Velcro 
closure inside

 + Compressions webbing straps 
buckle closure outside

 + Large central pocket for spare 
parts and lenses with additional 
folding flaps for tools

 + Two side zipper pockets
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SCOTT GOGGLE CASE 237332

SCOTT GOGGLE CLEANER POUCH 225572

SCOTT HELMET BAG 237335SCOTT LENS CASE 237334

SCOTT SMALL GOGGLE CASE 237333

SCOTT QUALIFIER HIP BELT 237331
The SCOTT Goggle Case is perfect for 
storing up to 5 pairs of goggles, multiple 
lenses and any other goggle related 
items needed for a day at the races.

MATERIAL: 420D Honey Frame, 210D 
Polyester

APPROX. WEIGHT: 0.88kg 

VOLUME: 5 goggles

SIZE: one size

FEATURES
 + Hard-molded case for 5 goggles 
with WFS

 + Sleeves for extra lenses

The SCOTT Goggle Pouch Cleaner is 
a basic polyester bags designed to 
protect a pair of goggles from scuffs 
and scratches while packed away in a 
gear bag.

MATERIAL: 420D Honey Frame, 210D 
Polyester

APPROX. WEIGHT: 0.04kg 

VOLUME: 1 goggle

SIZE: one size

FEATURES
 + To protect and clean goggles

The SCOTT Helmet Bag is perfect for 
protecting your helmet from scuffs and 
scrapes while ventilation mesh helps air 
out the helmet after a day on the track 
or trail.

MATERIAL: 420D Honey Frame, 210D 
Polyester, 800D x 600D Diamond 
PVD

APPROX. WEIGHT: 0.34kg 

VOLUME: 1 helmet

SIZE: one size

FEATURES
 + Mesh Insert for ventilation
 + Fits all sizes
 + Neoprene inserts

The SCOTT Lens Case is a simple sleeve 
that protects lenses from scratches and 
scuffs. It's perfect for storing up to 8 
lenses and for when you are in need of a 
quick lens change. 

MATERIAL: 420D Honey Frame, 210D 
Polyester

APPROX. WEIGHT: 0.08kg 

VOLUME: 8 lenses

SIZE: one size

FEATURES
 + Padded soft case for 8 lenses

The SCOTT Small Goggle Case holds 
two pairs of goggles and protects them 
from the elements.  It also features a 
sleeve for extra lenses.

MATERIAL: 420D Honey Frame, 210D 
Polyester

APPROX. WEIGHT: 0.22kg/.5 Lbs 

VOLUME: 2 goggles

SIZE: one size

FEATURES
 + Hard-molded case for 2 goggles 
with WFS

 + Sleeves for extra lenses

The Qualifier Hydro Pack is a hip-belt 
design pack that fastens to the waist. An 
included water bladder with a long hose 
which can be fixed to the mouth piece of 
a helmet allows the rider to access a drink 
without having to stop. Additional storage 
pockets for tools.

MATERIAL: 420D Honey Frame, 210D 
Polyester

APPROX. WEIGHT: 0.3kg/.6Lbs

VOLUME: 3L

FEATURES
 + Several compartments
 + Tool attachment loops
 + Fixation flap for rider pack
 + Strap to attach a helmet 
 + Waist belt with anti slip velcro 
closure inside

 + Bladder included 1.5L
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SCOTT GEAR DUFFLE 237337

SCOTT HYDRO PACK 
SET

230125

SCOTT SURGE 
VALVE

205990

SCOTT TUBE 
BRUSH

205992

SCOTT TPU FOAM TUBE WITH 
SURGE VALVE

205989

SCOTT TUBE CONNECTOR PLUG 
AND PLAY

205991

SCOTT BOOT BAG 237336
The SCOTT Gear Bag makes hauling your 
gear around easy. With skateboard wheels 
and a telescoping handle traveling will no 
longer be a hassle. Additional features 
such as a concealed zipper pocket, a 
pull out mat to stand on and enough 
compartments and pockets to store 
everything you need, makes packing your 
gear a simple task .

MATERIAL: 840D Polyester, 600D 
Polyester, 210D Polyester, 420D 
Polyester

DIMENSIONS: HEIGHT: 86cm, 
WIDTH: 40cm, DEPTH: 45cm

APPROX. WEIGHT: 4.0kg 

VOLUME: 130L

FEATURES
 + Replaceable skateboard wheels
 + Padded boot compartment
 + Padded helmet compartment with 
ventilation holes

 + Ventilation rivets for the side com-
partments

DIMENSIONS: HEIGHT: 31cm, 
WIDTH: 16cm, DEPTH: 7cm

APPROX. WEIGHT: 2L 

SIZE: one size

FEATURES
 + 2 liter capacity, turn inside out for 
cleaning

 + Translucent

SIZE: one size

FEATURES
 + Replacement surge valve

SIZE: one size

FEATURES
 + Ideal for cleaning out hydro tubes

SIZE: one size

FEATURES
 + Replacement drink tube with 
mouthpiece.

SIZE: one size

FEATURES
 + Replacement bladder-to-hose 
connector

The SCOTT Boot Bag is the perfect way 
to store your boots without having to 
cram them in your gear bag. The zip flap 
can be utilized as a foot mat and key 
ventilation holes keep your boots aired 
out so they don't develop odor.

MATERIAL: 420D Honey Frame, 210D 
Polyester, 800D x 600D Diamond 
PVD

APPROX. WEIGHT: 0.44kg 

VOLUME: 1 pair of boots

SIZE: one size

FEATURES
 + Ventilated bag
 + Fits all sizes
 + Zip flap can be used as foot mat
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SCOTT TRAVEL 110 231008

SCOTT TRAVEL 40 231010

SCOTT WASH BAG 231012

SCOTT LAPTOP MESSENGER 231011

SCOTT TRAVEL 65 231009
The SCOTT Travel 110 splits into two sepa-
rate bags so you can keep your belong-
ings organized. It rolls for easy transporta-
tion and has a hard-molded bottom and 
padded sidewalls to protect its contents. 
With 110 liters of space it is the perfect 
travel companion for long trips when you 
have a lot to bring with you.

MATERIAL: 840D Polyester, 600D 
Polyester, 210D Polyester, 800D x 
600D Diamond PVD, Mesh

DIMENSIONS: HEIGHT: 81cm, 
WIDTH: 43cm, DEPTH: 43cm

VOLUME: 110L 

APPROX. WEIGHT: 5.15kg 

SIZE: one size 

FEATURES
 + Main compartment with removable 
Velcro divider

 + Hidden document pocket
 + Telescoping handle
 + Diamond ripstop floor 
reinforcement

 + Compression straps

The SCOTT Travel 40 bag complies with 
IATA standards for cabin luggage and 
includes a neoprene laptop sleeve and a 
compartment for your electronics. It rolls 
for easy transportation and has a hard-
molded bottom and padded sidewalls 
to protect its contents. With 40 liters of 
space it is the perfect travel companion 
for shorter trips or to use as an extra 
carry-on bag.

MATERIAL: 840D Polyester, 600D 
Polyester, 210D Polyester, 800D x 
600D Diamond PVD, Mesh

DIMENSIONS: HEIGHT: 53cm, 
WIDTH: 34cm, DEPTH: 34cm

VOLUME: 40L 

APPROX. WEIGHT: 3.2kg 
SIZE: one size 

FEATURES
 + Hidden document pocket
 + Telescoping handle
 + Diamond ripstop floor 
reinforcement

The SCOTT Wash bag is your go to travel 
toiletry bag. Contains stowable hook, 
elastic stow compartments, and zipped 
compartments. 5 L volume.

MATERIAL: 840D Polyester, 600D 
Polyester, 210D Polyester, Mesh

DIMENSIONS: HEIGHT: 25cm, 
WIDTH: 20cm, DEPTH: 10cm

VOLUME: 5L 

APPROX. WEIGHT: 0.16kg 

SIZE: one size 

FEATURES
 + Stowable hook
 + Elastic stow compartments
 + Zipper compartments
 + Lining sleeve pockets

The SCOTT Laptop Messenger is 
functional and stylish. Features include 
padded laptop sleeve, case for charger 
and electronic devices, and padded 
sidewalls. 20 L volume.

MATERIAL: 840D Polyester, 600D 
Polyester, 210D Polyester, Mesh

DIMENSIONS: HEIGHT: 47cm, 
WIDTH: 32cm, DEPTH: 15cm

VOLUME: 20L 

APPROX. WEIGHT: 1.2kg 

SIZE: one size 

FEATURES 
 + Padded laptop sleeve
 + Main compartment with office 
divider

 + Case for charger and electronic 
devices

 + Sleeve for travel luggage handle
 + Padded quick release shoulder 
strap

The SCOTT Travel 65 bag has a large 
compartment with a hard-molded bot-
tom and padded sidewalls to protect 
its contents. With 65 liters of space 
and easy rolling wheels, it is the perfect 
travel companion for medium to long 
trips when you need to conserve space.

MATERIAL: 840D Polyester, 600D 
Polyester, 210D Polyester, 800D x 
600D Diamond PVD, Mesh

DIMENSIONS: HEIGHT: 66cm, 
WIDTH: 40cm, DEPTH: 28cm

VOLUME: 65L 

APPROX. WEIGHT: 3.75kg 

SIZE: one size 

FEATURES
 + Hidden document pocket
 + Telescoping handle
 + Diamond ripstop floor 
reinforcement

 + Compression straps
 + Elastic organizer straps
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SCOTT URBAN 22 BACKPACK 231023

SCOTT LEATHER WALLET CC 212812 SCOTT CLOTH PACK SMALL 220588

SCOTT RUSH BACKPACK 228025SCOTT CLOTH PACK BIG 220589

SCOTT RUSH SHOULDER BAG 228026
The SCOTT Urban 22 backpack is the 
perfect city warrior that helps you to 
fight through your daily life. The lateral 
entrance padded laptop compartment 
reduces the change of a damage to 
your laptop. Several inside and outside 
compartments offer enough organised 
space for your books, smartphones, 
waterbottles, keys, pens etc.

MATERIAL: 840 Polyester, 600D Poly-
ester, 210D Polyester

DIMENSIONS: HEIGHT: 52cm, 
WIDTH: 30cm, DEPTH: 14cm

VOLUME: 22L 

APPROX. WEIGHT: 0.66kg 

SIZE: one size 

FEATURES
 + Two front zip pocket for personal 
items

 + Lateral mesh pocket
 + Adjustable chest strap
 + Hip belt strap
 + Padded back

The SCOTT Leather Wallet CC is a bi-fold 
wallet. Bill compartment, credit card 
slots, and coin pocket.

MATERIAL: Leather

APPROX. WEIGHT: 0.05kg 

SIZE: one size 

FEATURES
 + Credit card storage

A great way to keep smaller things 
organized in a small volume travel bag 
the SCOTT Cloth Small pack keeps your 
socks and underwear separate so you 
can get to them easily or use it for dirty 
laundry. It’s always good to be organized 
when traveling so you can spend more 
time riding.

MATERIAL: 210D Polyester, Mesh

DIMENSIONS: HEIGHT: 28cm, 
WIDTH: 12cm, DEPTH: 12cm

VOLUME: 6.5L 

APPROX. WEIGHT: 0.03kg 

SIZE: one size 

The SCOTT Rush backpack is a multi-
use, waterproof backpack to keep your 
valuables safe and dry. Ergonomic shoul-
der and sternum straps evenly distribute 
your load, while the hanging padded 
laptop compartment can accommodate 
computers up to 17 inches. A specially 
placed fixation loop on the back is de-
signed for a tail light to keep you visible 
on the road.

MATERIAL: 600D Polyester, Tarpauline, 
230D Polyester

DIMENSIONS: HEIGHT: 50cm, 
WIDTH: 30cm, DEPTH: 15cm

VOLUME: 23L 

APPROX. WEIGHT: 1.12kg 

SIZE: one size 

FEATURES
 + Waterproof zippers
 + Multiple waterproof compartments
 + Lining compartments
 + Reflective print

A great way to keep bigger things 
organized in a big volume travel bag the 
SCOTT Cloth BIG pack keeps your shirts 
and pants separate so you can get to 
them easily or use it for dirty laundry. It’s 
always good to be organized when trav-
eling so you can spend more time riding.

MATERIAL: 210D Polyester, Mesh

DIMENSIONS: HEIGHT: 41cm, 
WIDTH: 28cm, DEPTH: 20cm

VOLUME: 13L 

APPROX. WEIGHT: 0.04kg 

SIZE: one size 

The SCOTT Rush shoulder bag is a multi-
use bag with waterproof fabrics and 
zippers as well as multiple waterproof 
compartments to keep the important 
things dry. Ergonomic shoulder straps 
and sternum strap for better load 
distribution as well as a hanging padded 
laptop compartment for computers up 
to 17 inches. Back light fixation loop and 
reflective print to keep you visible on 
the road.

MATERIAL: 600D Polyester, Tarpauline, 
230D Polyester

DIMENSIONS: HEIGHT: 52cm, 
WIDTH: 30cm, DEPTH: 12cm

VOLUME: 27L 

APPROX. WEIGHT: 1.15kg 

SIZE: one size 

FEATURES
 + Waterproof zippers
 + Multiple waterproof compartments
 + Lining compartments
 + Reflective print
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